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Introduction

Online retail is the process wherein customers 

purchase goods / services directing from a seller 

in real time over the internet. Also known as e-

commerce (or electronic commerce), it is a very 

productive and protable space. Online retail 

serves both retailers and consumers, satisfac-

torily, offering the convenience shopping 24×7 at 

any place, and saves retailers on the cost incurred 

on a physical state. 

Now the freedom to acquire a product in a 

fraction of second is only a click away. It would 

not be wrong to say that the ease of shopping at 

a click of mouse is most exciting, time saving, 

convenient, extremely popular among young-

sters and gaining momentum with each 

passing.

ABSTRACT
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According to the Hari Menon (Wharton 

University press website – on Knowledge @ 

wharton) India is the sixth largest grocery market 

in the world and one of the fastest growing 

markets for online groceries. According to 

industry estimates, of the $500 billion-plus retail 

market in the country, food and groceries account 

for the biggest chunk with around 70% market 

share. Of this, organized food and groceries is 

estimated to be around $12 billion and growing at 

a compound annual growth rate of around 30%. 

Research rm IGD predicts that by 2016, the 

Indian grocery market would have overtaken 

Japan to become the third largest. Meanwhile, 

India's online grocery market, which is estimated 

to be less than $100 million at present, is expected 

to be worth billions in the coming years. “We 

anticipate it to cross $20 billion by 2020,” says 

Menon.
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Internet usage has increased in the last few years 

with active internet users expected to reach 500 

million by the end of 2017. This rush has seen 

complimented with high reach, acceptance and 

usages in e – commerce as well. Today's e 

shoppers has become more comfortable in 

purchasing product and services on line with 

revenue from online shopping  expected to 

exceed USD 21 billion by the end of 2015. The 

contribution of e- tailing to commerce has also 

seen year on year growth with this contribution 

expected to touch 28 percent up from 14 percent 

in 2011. The Indian e commerce industry grew to 

USD 16.4 billion in 2014 with CAGR being a high 

34% since year 2009. According to a report by 

pwc, this industry is expected to reach US$ 22 

billion in 2015.

Convenience is not a new concept for customers 

in India who have been pampered by local 

kiranawallas with phone deliveries long before 

the 'click of a button' age arrived. But there is a 

rising dependency on online stores, as an 

increasing number of working couples, burdened 

by paucity of time, and access to 24×7 internet are 

seeking the easy and convenience of internet 

shopping. Food and grocery has potential to 

contribute signicantly to the total e – tailing 

market in the next 10 years. However at an overall 

level this will still remain a very small (less than 

1%) part of the total food and grocery market in 

India. Increasing non availability of retail space 

will drive established retailers to approach online 

channel more seriously, and have an online 

presence to complement physical presence. 

Initially food and grocery is very difcult 

category to serve this channel, because there is a 

scarcity of standardization and brands while 

FMCG categories which are relatively more 

branded like personal care, baby care, home care 

etc will move online more easily.

Major players in India market- Indians are new to 

the concept of online grocery delivery, the idea 

got a new push and revitalized during and after 

the COVID-19 pandemic. Suddenly the urge to 

nd a solution which is easy and convenient was 

felt. Lately, India has seen entry and scale up of 

online grocery players. They were majorly based 

in big cities but now they are getting good 

response and acceptance in smaller cities and 

towns all across the India. Customers who were 

traditionally depended on the ofine mode of 

grocery purchase have started thinking and using 

these  p la t forms  (webs i tes  and  mobi le 

applications). Currently, India has more than 30 

major minor online platforms for grocery 

shopping. Few are in the pipeline and will be 

materialize soon as they are stuck at various 

stages ranging from ideation to funding. The 

wave of startup India has also helped the new 

entrants to get into the India market. Let us look at 

the some leading names in the online grocery 

market.

Fig. 1 : Snapshot of Indian online grocery market

Verticals (Grofers, BigBasket) dominated

the market and expanded byond metros

to reach 25-30 cities

E-tailing horizontals (Amozon, Flipkart)

entered the space and launched their

specialized grocery marketplaces (AZ

Pantry, FK Supermart

Online meat ordering emerged as a

separated super-vertical with brands like

Licious and Fresh2Home entering the

space with high quality meat offerings

Demand for micro-deliveries (early morning

daily essentials) shot up in metro apartments,

with MilkBasket, Super Daily and BB Daily

seeing increased subscriptions in metros

Hyperlocal marketplace models such as

Dunzo and Swiggy Stores re-emerged and

found decent adoption in the market in 

metros
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Indian Grecery E-commerce Market

The Indian grocery e-commerce market is made 

up of ve categories of players:

 Grocery e-commerce specialists E-grocers 

such as BigBasket and Grofers command 70 to 

80 percent of the market, offering a variety of 

products to a wide base of regular customers.

 Horizontals. E-commerce platforms such as 

Amazon, Flipkart, and Paytm are investing 

heavi ly  in  developing the ir  grocery 

capabilities. They have a large base of loyal 

users and a strong focus on customer 

satisfaction.

 Daily essential players. Micro-delivery 

companies such as Milkbasket are focusing on 

daily essentials, such as dairy, eggs, and bread. 

They have narrow assortments and low-value 

but high-frequency orders.

 Omni channel players. Supermarkets such as 

DMart and SPAR are using their retail stores to 

fulll orders in their vicinities. They have 

developed their own platforms or are listed on 

e-commerce marketplaces such as Amazon 

and Flipkart.

 Meat, F&G, and other specialists Some start-

ups such as Licious and FreshToHome are 

focusing on select categories, offering a limited 

assortment to a loyal base of users who make 

high-value purchases.

Top Online Grocery Stores and Apps in India in 2021

S.No
Name of

player
USPs

 One-stop online destination to nd groceries

 You can nd competitive prices

 Also sells fashion and beauty products, electronics, & home decor items
Spar1.

 Bigbasket has tied up with the Karnataka government to promote 

agriculture and organic farming

 It procure 500 metric tons of millets of Rs 2.50 crore

 It is India's leading grocery & fresh vegetables, fruits, beverages, 

personal care products, household items, meat and eggs, bread, 

grocery, etc selling company 

BigBasket2.

 Their uniqueness is that they connect consumers with all local stores

 It delivers veggies, fruits, grocery items, baked goodies, 

electronics, cosmetics, owers, baby care, pet care products, etc. 

 Schedule delivery slots & get real-time updates

Grofers3.

 It is a joint venture by Reliance Retail and Jio Platforms

 It was founded in 2019

 Works between nearby grocery stores & customers

Jiomart4.
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Amazon Pantry5.

 They have a wide range of items of cooking essentials, beverages, 

household supplies, etc. 

 Get 5-15% cashback on your purchase of more than Rs 1000

 Delivers products all across the country

StarQuik6.

 Best place to shop for Alphonsos mangoes of Ratnagiri

 Also have 10000 grocery & household items  to shop from 

 They sell veg, non-veg, dairy, spices & masala, frozen food, snacks

Flipkart
Supermart

7.

 Buy our, dal, spices, dairy products and much more

 Provide amazing offers & discounts 

 The company provides a 'buy now, pay later' option for the 

customers 

Spencer's8.

 It is currently available in Kolkata, & NCR

 Provide 3 hour delivery 

 15000+ products available in categories like fresh fruits & 

vegetables, frozen goods, dairy products, personal care, and house 

decor and household items, etc

Heritage9.

 Wide variety of products available from edible oils to pulses, rice & 

rice products, baked and frozen goods, our, spices, salt, sugar, 

personal care, household items, etc. 

 Offers easy exchange & on-time delivery

 Available 8000 products, 90+ Heritage Fresh stores 

FreshToHome10.

 Delivers marine or freshwater sh, meat, & poultry 

 Delivers in cities like Bangalore, Calicut, Chennai, Cochin, Delhi 

(NCR), Hyderabad, Mumbai, Pune, Thrissur, & Trivandrum

 Ensures that customers get the healthy meat, sh, & poultry

Nature's

Basket
11.

 This grocery company owned by Godrej group

 Offers customers with premium options for online food ordering 

 They have categories like health, fruits, vegetables, beverages, 

bakery, eggs, meats, desserts, ready-to-eat food, and many more

Aaramshop12.

 Buy health drinks, snacks, fresh vegetables, biscuits, cookies, 

edible oils, laundry supplies, and a wide range of other groceries

 This online shop offers coupons to use during checkout

 It connects users with nearby general & ration shops
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Morestore13.

 This hypermarket is a part of Aditya Birla Group

 They delivers across all major Indian cities

 Offers products like fruits & vegetables, home care, furnishing, 

tness products, personal care, stationery, and many more

Paytm Mall14.

 This grocery platform was launched by Paytm

 Sells products such as kitchen appliances, snacks, mobile phones, 

apparel, tness bands, accessories, other than groceries

 They have over 65 million products online 

Naturally Yours15.

 It offers cheap and fresh groceries 

 They feature over 20000 curated products

 They bring a wide range of organic cosmetics, organic 

supplements, organic clothing, organic food, & organic Ayurveda

Table 1. Major Online Grocery Players in India.

Leading Consumer Trends Shaping 

Online Grocery Market -

Interestingly, post Covid 19 scenario has helped 

in the astronomical growth of online grocery 

segment. But we need to understand other forces 

that have helped this segment to grow. The size 

and sheer growth of the segment depends on the 

some unique consume trends which are now 

shaping the very segment of online grocery. In a 

way there are certain trends in the consumers 

which we need to understand to get the clear 

picture of future of online grocery. Some of the 

trends we will see are normal in nature and look 

very organic in appearance. But some of the 

trends have just got introduced and have taken 

the front seat in driving the segment ahead. These 

trends are logical force behind the unprecedented 

growth and acceptance of online grocery in India 

lately. Let's see some of the trends-

1. Increased online shopping has become the 

new normal these days and is not going to 

subside in near future. The way Indian has 

accepted the new normal in the form of 

online shopping is unprecedented and has 

shocked the experts all across the world. 

Online grocery will keep on growing as the 

trend of online shopping is here to stay and 

grow. The very eco system is there to 

support this new way of consumption of 

Indians.  One of the most interesting thing 

to see and understand is  that consumer 

preferences have changed across the board 

right from how and what they will  buy and 

their hunger for customer handling and 

pricing. The way product diversication 

and categorization has taken place is a clear 

indication that online shopping is the new 

normal.

2. Recently fresh and frozen category among 

the grocery has seen the most growth across 

the sector. Consumers can, with the help of 

different applications and websites order 

fresh food and eatable which are usually 

delivered within hours (in some metro 

cities). This ability to dominate and getting 

fresh eatables/groceries has increased the 

ow of consumer trafc towards online 
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g r o c e r y  p l a t f o r m s .  S o m e  o f  t h e 

platforms/app/websites have positioned 

themselves in such a way that they can be 

trusted and called for fresh groceries very 

conveniently.

3. Ehnahced user experience maintenance of 

quality till the very end has also enabled the 

online grocery platforms to perform the 

way they are performing. Previously, 

shopkeepers did not pay the required 

attention on quality, time, experience, 

feedback etc. All has changed with online 

grocery platforms and they have started 

giving rich experiences which consumer 

like very much.

4. Availablity of goods/products has also 

ensured the inclination of consumers towards 

these platforms. The ofine grocery shopper 

may experience the shortage or lack of certain 

products which he/she might be looking for. 

The online grocery platforms have ensured 

that the products are available in abundance 

and ready to deliver on order. This has pushed 

a lot new consumers towards online grocery in 

India lately. People who have less time and 

even less patience prefer these platforms for 

saving efforts and other resources. This trend is 

now more visible in small cities which was 

earlier was visible in metro cities alone.

5. Consumer these days do not mind paying a 

bit extra for the additional comfort they are 

enjoying while shopping online. This is a 

dominant trend among the other notable 

trends pushing for the faster adaptation of 

online grocery in India lately. When a 

consumer compares the difference between 

the benets derived from online and ofine 

grocery shopping, the difference is visible 

and in order to enjoy those benets, the 

consumer is ready to pay a little more 

happily. This trend also indicates towards 

the high disposal income of India urban 

consumers.

6. Eying on extras in terms of price off and 

other promotional offers have helped in 

getting substantial grounds for the online 

grocery rms. After logging into these rms 

webpage or downloading their application, 

you will be greeted with offer of the day 

kind of stuff. These price off and discounts 

are successfully capturing the earlier 

uncaptured and untapped market for online 

grocery players.

7.  The extent and ecosystem of online payment 

mechanism is the fundamental and corner 

stone trend which is driving the online 

shopping phenomenon in India. In last few 

years, this ecosystem of online payment has 

risen like anything and helped more and 

more consumers to opt of online shopping 

rather than ofine shopping. Online grocery 

is not exceptional and also enjoys the benets 

of this huge ecosystem of online payment 

mechanism which  is safe and secure and 

available with no extra efforts as such.

Opportunities for Indian Online 

Grocery Market

Following are the opportunities which are 

created by the online grocery market, which 

together make it most delicious and sough after 

segment of online shopping activity for both 

consumers and companies alike.

1. G r o w i n g  n u m b e r  o f  i n t e r n e t  a n d 

Smartphone users in India in last decade has 

made it possible and full of prots for 

consumers as well companies to go online 

with their product and services. Online 

grocery which was unthinkable like few 

years ago has become the reality and need of 

the hour.

2. Online retail is a highly convenient, user-

friendly and time saving option is one of the 

most important driver and ray of hope for 

growth and development of online grocery 
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market. The opposite of online grocery is 

time consuming process where consumer 

will go pillar to post to nd the required 

product.  This reluctance among consumer 

has posed one in a life time kind of 

opportunity to the sector of online grocery 

to grow.

3. Consumers prefer high-quality and 

hygienic foods and are ready to pay a bit 

extra for the desired good in proper 

packaging and presentation. The emergence 

of such consumer market has given a lot of 

hopes and window of growth to the 

companies involved in online grocery 

segment.

4. Online retail provide easy returns, cash 

discounts and cash backs with attractive 

discounts, along with  several payment 

options and faceless deliveries to the target 

consumers. This has given new wings to the 

sector. The opportunity to get grocery 

without worrying about the usual hassle of 

ofine grocery shopping has shaped the 

sector very positively.

5. Online grocery has proved to be a convenient 

option for consumers who have fast-paced 

and busy lifestyles with limited time 

available.  The opportunity which is given to 

the consumer to choose from large verity of 

goods and services has attracted consumers 

in large numbers even from small urban areas 

which are currently fueling the growth of 

online grocery in India.  

6. 100 percent FDI is allowed in B2B e-

commerce and marketplace which is 

allowed by the government of India. Other 

sops and facilities are also has given new 

altitude to the sector.

Challenges of Online Grocery Retailing

 Achieving standardization as a large part of 

grocery is still sold loose in India.

 Offering a large number of skus (Stock 

keeping units) to ensure comprehensive 

product range across categories.

 Developing a comprehensive and efcient 

delivery network across geographies since 

consumer may not want to wait 1-2 days to 

receive regular grocery deliveries and order 

value may be small.

 Fulllment of logistics costs for a large number 

of small orders may make the online grocery 

retail an inefcient model. Also the high 

margin fresh category will take time for 

consumer acceptance given quality and fresh 

concerns. 

 Inadequate IT infrastructure along with 

fragmented and long supply chain resulting in 

delays in delivery has emerged as a 

formidable challenge for the sector.

 Storage and transportation costs are still 

signicantly high as compared to other sectors 

which are in online domain. This challenge is 

creating high price for the products as 

compared to ofine grocery shopping.

 The challenge of psychological satisfaction 

which makes consumers, despite convenience 

and safety advantages, prefer to shop in 

person in a physical store. It is due to the 

satisfaction and joy they derive from physical 

shopping.

 Maintenance and operational costs for 

perishables are high and require signicant 

investment in storage and infrastructure 

which is quite challenging in its own terms.

Model of Online Grocery Drivers

Based on the three dimensional socio economic 

classications of households that take into 

account income, education and the main 

occupation of the household, the consumer 

online grocery potential in India can be estimated 

under two main categories:
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Core potential: this includes households with the 

potential for most products and services 

categories – middle to high income as well as a 

combination of more productive occupations and 

good education attainment.

Early adopters: Top income earning graduate 

households, engaged in business, salaried 

employment and profession

Most of the growth will be in the 'core potential' 

category, which will almost double from 71.4 

million households in 2009 -10 to 141.8 million 

households in 2024-25 accounting for close to 50 

percent of the total households in the country. 

More importantly the two segments at the top of 

the hierarchy – early adopters and primary 

market – will witness the highest growth among 

the segments in the category.

services as a medium for commerce has fueled 

interest in mobile payment system, including 

SMS/ USSD based payments, operator billing, 

mobile web payment gateways and contact –list 

NFC(Near eld communication) technology. 

While these systems may become obsolete, the 

user of the mobile device as a payment 

instrument will grow as the need for e- commerce 

on mobile devices is on the rise. 

Social Media as a referral system: Social 

networks already function as a large and highly 

effective means to build awareness and interest in 

brands and products. They operate as a digital 

word of mouth marketing and referral engines 

with an ecosystem of inuencers and early 

adopters which business  can not only track but 

also measure and reward. In the context of 

brand/ seller proliferation, the power of positive 

social media referral will only rice further.

 

Proliferation of 

mobile services 

Mobile payment 

systems 

Social Media as a 

referral system 

Enhanced 
Product 
discovery 

know your 

customer 

Core Potential Earlier Adopter 

Fig. 2 : Model of Online Grocery Drivers.

Enhanced Product discovery – visual search / 

augmented reality – The advent of visual – search 

tool and augmented reality systems online such 

a s  g o o g l e  g l a s s  e n a b l e s  c o n s u m e r s  t o 

immediately identify products that interest them 

and tag them for purchase. Other edging 

technologies allow users to interact with products 

such as clothes in a virtual environment and try 

them on before buying. 

Know your customer : Generic e- mail marketing 

will be punished by the customers. E – Commerce 

provides retailer the ability to connect data and 

Proliferation of mobile services and shopping 

applications: mobile devices have already 

overtaken desktops in India as access points to 

online content. Smart phones & tablets already 

have an average of 65 apps installed on each 

device, and there prominence in their digital 

users' lives is only going to grow. Mobile aps 

provide retailers with a new way to make their 

products and contents available to their 

customers, not only anywhere they are, but 

customized to their interest and preferences. 

Mobile payment systems : the growth of mobile 
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learn a great deal about their customers and their 

purchase preferences and habits. Data will be 

“King” and become a hugely effective tool to 

provide customers with a more personalized and 

relevant shopping experience, improving 

customer loyalty and spend levels. 

The future looks cartful- Traditionally the 

Indians have shopped from down the corner 

kirana shops and other unorganized retail outlets 

which have provided all the required products to 

consumers as and when required. This trend 

continued for a very long time but as the 

generations of consumers have changed they 

required and look for something which is in tune 

to their nature and temperament. The most 

important luxury which the previous generation 

had was time and the current generation of 

consumes do not posses time hence the concept of 

E-grocery was coined and popularized. The lack 

of time was compensated by additional payment 

to the online grocery platform. 

Currently the 95% of grocery market in India is 

ofine/unorganized in nature. The consumers 

are looking for similar kind of treatment with the 

help of mobile application and website. The 

online grocery market segment sometimes 

referred as E grocery is the market which shall see 

the growth highest in terms of previous growth in 

the sector. The current market size of online 

grocery stands around USD 4.4 Billion which is 

expected to touch new and unprecedented marks 

in coming years. According to consulting rm 

Redseer the online grocery in the year 2022-23 is 

expected to touch over $10 billion  which is equals 

to the 1.2% of all retail sales, up from 0.2%  in the 

year 2019.  By 2028 the size of the market will be 

valued at 38.9 Billion USD. The gures are 

enough to tell someone the real growth which lies 

in the online grocery sector and also about the 

trends of India consumers. According to 

consultancy rm RedSeer the Online grocery 

market has grown 60 per cent from the calendar 

year 2020-21 and is expected to grow 41-49 per 

cent by the rst half of year 2021-22. This endorses 

the fact that Indians are more and more moving 

towards online shopping and preferring comfort 

over money and time over any other things. The  

growth rate of the online grocery is unbelievable 

in terms of CAGR as well which is estimated  to be 

37.1% for the period 2021-28 in way the coming 

seven to eight years are crucial for the growth and 

proliferation of online grocery segment in India. 

We are hopeful the sector of online grocery shall 

meet the estimation since we have already 

discussed the trends or forces pushing online 

grocery forward. As the demand for online 

grocery delivery is rising the competition has to 

pick up and it will be about time and time alone – 

those who are able to offer faster delivery with 

better/competitive prices are going to remain 

re levant  and  reap  the  benets  o f  th i s 

unprecedented growth saga.

Fig 3 : The Market Share of Online Grocery

The Strategy Mister

The most important and obvious aspect of any 

organization is its strategic layout which drives 

the particular organization ahead. It s imperative 

to have an ideal set of conditions for all the 

organizational organs, so that growth and future 

can be assured. Strategy does exact that for the 

organizations. It is taken that failed and owed 
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strategies will result in failure of the organization 

regardless of its size and area of working. The 

online grocery segment is not an exception it is 

also depend on cutting edge strategies which are 

steeped in present but looking at future. The 

overall contribution of strategy in the smooth 

running of online grocery is not hidden from 

anybody. Let us try to understand the strategic 

side of online grocery so that we can decode the 

present set of strategies which are being 

employed by the companies to sustain and grow 

in such a competitive market of online grocery. 

We will see the core of strategic framework of 

online grocery rms in totality and will try to see 

the latest trends/tilts in strategies observed in 

online grocery rms in India. Before we get into 

the detailed discussion of the above said 

dimensions of strategy, let us have a brief about 

the term strategy itself. The very core of any 

organization is termed as “strategy” nothing goes 

i n  t h e  o r g a n i z a t i o n  w i t h o u t  s t r a t e g i c 

considerations.

The word “strategy” is basically derived from a 

The very heart of strategic framework of online 

grocery includes the above mentioned core 

factors. All the online grocery rms have 

included these factors in some way or the other. 

The future of their strategy also depends on the 

above elements as they have to integrate the 

elements mentioned in diagram 2 in some way or 

the other. If we dissect the strategic framework of 

any online grocery rm, we will see these 

elements in very obvious light. Let us understand 

these elements one by one so that we understand 

them individually as well collectively and learn 

their impact in the future strategic layout of 

online grocery rms.

1. Assortment - The primary aspect of any online 

grocery rm would be what is available and how 

much is available. Sometimes it is referred as 

offerings or products is the core of strategic 

framework of any rm. The idea is to provide the 

products and goods in such a way that it attracts 

and sustain the consumers for the rm.  Since the 

consumer is going to come to you for the product, 

t h e  p r o d u c t  s h o u l d  b e  a t t r a c t i v e  a n d 

Greek word “Stratçgos” stratus which literally 

means army and “ago” stands for leading. 

Generally taken that strategy is an action which 

managers take to attain organization's goals. 

Strategy can also be dened as “A general set of 

direction for the company and its various 

components to achieve a desired state in the 

future by the company ultimately strategy leads 

to the detailed strategic planning process”.

1.

Assortment

2

 Fullllment

models

3.

Pricing

and

Promotion

4.

Delivery

options

5.

Quality

and User

Experience

6.

Technology

and

Organizaiton

set up

Fig. 4 : Core of Online Grocery Strategy

contemporary both. Since we are referring to 

groceries, it is imperative that the products are 

fresh and meet all the standards which are there 

to observe.

2. Fulllment models-  The second most 

important element of strategic framework of the 

rm is the mode of delivery of way of reaching to 

the consumer. A company is usually depending 

on one of the mode of fulllment. The mode is 

chosen after much deliberations and due 
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considerations. The mode of fulllment is the 

USP of the rm as well. It also provides the 

cutting edge and competitive advantage over the 

competitors in the market. Any strategy which is 

to be adopted by the rm needs to understand 

and underline the way company fullling the 

needs of the consumers. It basically includes 

warehousing and storage facilities which enables 

faster fulllment of demands. In time to come as 

the number of players shall increase in the 

market, the only factor of distinction shall be the 

mode and time taken in delivery to the consumer. 

Some of the online grocery rms have made it a 

point of delivering same day (Within few hours) 

their tag line. At times companies are brutally 

trolled for the owed fulllment mechanism.

3. Pricing and promotion - The heart of any 

strategy is the pricing and promotion given to the 

consumers. The most attractive factor after the 

assortment is pricing when it comes to Indian 

consumers.  Promotion is the second part of the 

pricing strategy which focuses on giving some 

price off and cash discounts. The gocery which 

usually consumers a larger part of the income in a 

typical household will welcome such a measure 

where the pricing and promotion is with 

attractive enough. Companies should keep this in 

mind that pricing will make or break their 

prospect in the market in future. Any strategy 

formation should include this side of strategic 

element.

4. Delivery options - Probably the most visible 

and physical side of the online grocery is the way 

it is being delivered to its end user. There are 

many ways of delivery, the company must stick 

to the most easy and effective way/mode of 

delivery. We all know how critical this factor can 

be in making the brand lovable or prone to hate. 

The delivery mechanism should include number 

of factors including the strategic goals, cost and 

geographical constraints. 8 out of 10 consumers 

will prefer the company with faster, safe and 

reliable delivery options. The core of strategy is 

very well settled in terms of mode of delivery.

5. Quality and User Experience - Online 

shopping is all about the experience a user goes 

through when he/she is using the website or 

application. The core area of strategy must focus 

on the seamless and smooth user experience. The 

sluggishness and shabby user interface crates 

dissatisfaction and demoralizes the user. The idea 

should be make the experience as smooth and 

painless as possible. Usage of latest technologies, 

high graphic driven approach can help 

companies out for providing the seamless 

experience which consumers deserve and look in 

online shopping. Consumers prefer online 

shopping for grocery would not mean that they 

will compromise with the quality of the 

products/goods being offered by the company. 

The notion of quality shall remain the same 

ofine or online does not matter. The sentiment 

behind the effective strategy shall be deeply 

entrenched with proper maintenance of quality 

with other aspects like comfort; convenience etc. 

quality should not be compromised at any level 

under any circumstances.

6. Technology and Organization set up - The 

idea behind the online shopping is driven by the 

technological advancement and adaptation of 

technology by common people. If we take the 

technological part out from the equation, the very 

idea of  onl ine shopping shal l  col lapse 

immediately. When the strategies are being 

discussed/framed in the organizations, the level 

of diffusion and adaptation of technology should 

be there in mind. Another element in the strategic 

framework is organization set up of the rm. The 

real task and burden of executing the strategy 

shall fall on the organization, so the strategy 

formulation should keep the organization setup 

in mind.

Decoding the strategies of online grocery rms- 

At present, all the major players in the online 

grocery market have started having a solid 

ground of strategies. Every action every reaction 
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is so totally steeped in strategy that it is 

impossible to survive without strategic base. 

Following discussion is based on the current 

forms/ways or direction of strategy which is 

being adopted by the online grocery rms in 

India. The rms have incorporated a perfect 

blend of present and future in their strategic 

outlines to maximum utilizes the opportunities in 

the market which has grown very competitive in 

recent times. As we dwell into the details of 

decoded strategies of online grocery rms, it is 

going to tell us how rms are going to move about 

in the market in coming times. 

It is essential for rms to understand and realize 

the importance of all the factors inuencing the 

strategies, so that proper and impactful rather 

result oriented strategies can be formulated. The 

decoding of strategies also gives consumers hints 

them from the existing players in the market. For 

example the USP can include fresh products, 

organic products or directly from the farm etc. 

These catchy phrases can help to establish USP in 

the market. Now let us talk about the next 

element equally important, the User experience. 

It is given that enhanced user experience shall 

help to get more and more customers even among 

stiff competition. The strategies have changed 

and seen an overhaul when it comes to this 

magical word. How user/consumer feels while 

on the website/app, what is his experience after 

using the services/products offered by the 

company. This all shall include in the term user 

experience. The current focus of companies is on 

improved and positive user experience by 

offering them a feel good factor.

Strategic Approaches

Creat a 
unique USP 
and focus
on user 

experience

A�rac�ng 
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Omni 
channel 

Rethinking 
e-commerce 
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New ways of 
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with 

customers

ONLINE GROCERY FIRMS

Fig. 5  : Strategies of Online Grocery Firms

about the very structural changes to be 

anticipated in future. How they will be served 

differently and effectively is decided by the 

strategy formulation by these rms. Let us take a 

deep dive into the realm of this utter important 

aspect of online grocery rms. The below 

discussion is going to help us also in revealing the 

strategic mood in which the rms are currently in.

1.  Creat a unique USP and focus on user 

experience- The sum total of successful online 

grocery platform in future to come shall depend 

on these two different by important element of 

strategic approach of rms. Currently, the rms 

are focused on creating a USP which shall distinct 

2.  Attracting through Omni channel - The old 

saying more the better is not futile at all. The 
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fulllment operations. Fulllment operation 

includes storage, assortment, dispatch, delivery 

etc. The induction of new techniques and 

interesting approaches can win you some more 

consumers. The entire centre or strategic 

approach has been to attract the large sums of 

consumers; this innovation at the very heart of 

supply chain can help.

5 .   Experiment  while  consumers  s t i l l 

understand - It is important to understand that 

the strategic framework of company duly 

recognizes  the role  and essential i ty  of 

experiments.  Firms need to come up new and 

exciting ways of attracting and approaching 

consumers. As per the strategic approach, the 

entire focus is one bringing and implementing 

new things every now and then. In a way that has 

become an important strategy of rms.

6.  Automation- Nothing can beat the need and 

applications of automation in online shopping. 

More the automation less the hassle and more 

cost savings. The usage levels of automation can 

create a USP in the market which cannot be 

beaten that easily. The online grocery rms have 

started taking the automation very seriously and 

created faceless and contactless delivery 

mechanism. This strategy has helped rms 

during COVID-19 pandemic. Automation 

reduces time and lets consumers track the 

progress of their orders. Automation also reduces 

human interference which makes delivery faster 

and safer.

7.  Personalized experiences- Think you as a 

consumer of online grocery rm and think about 

the ways which can be employed to reduce the 

stress and hesitation of consumers? The answer of 

this question will bring the easiness and hassle 

free shopping experience in consumers. The base 

of strategy of online grocery rms has become 

xed at the key of word of personalized 

experience. With the help of articial intelligence 

and other AI powered tools, personalization is 

possible to certain extent where you are able to 

predict the next order from the consumers and 

also the content in advance.

8.  Build relationship with customers - It is all 

about your terms good bad or ugly with the 

consumer which matters. The next levels of 

strategies are focused on building meaningful 

and mature relationships with consumers. It is 

always god to have consumers on your side and 

strategical ly  that  i s  poss ible .  Through 

promotions and CRM initiatives the sound and 

fruitful terms with consumer can be maintained. 

Conclusion

Online grocery shopping is less time consuming 

than traditional shopping, but consumer decision 

making is highly complex in this section due to 

wide verity of merchandise. Online retailing will 

take some more time to be established but 

without a doubt, the online grocery market has 

shown a tremendous amount of resilience and 

growth in last few years. The online grocery 

which used to be considered as niche has become 

a  m a i n s t r e a m  s h o p p i n g  p h e n o m e n o n . 

Government and other stake holders are even of 

the opinion that this sector should be encouraged 

to grow and developed so that the tidal wave of 

online shopping continues and keep on growing. 

As a result of this mindset and behavior, online 

grocery has increased and continues to grow in 

future as well. Though the challenges are 

enormous for online grocery rms from poor 

connectivity to traditional mind set towards 

grocery. The changing trends are supporting the 

growth of online grocery in India.
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